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Abstract
This  paper  describes  issues  that arise when  integrating  a
planner  with  a system  that learns planning  operators  in-
crementally,  and  our approaches  to address  these  issues.
During  learning, domain  knowledge  can be incomplete
and  incorrect in different ways;  therefore the planner
must be able to use incomplete domain  knowledge.
This presents the following  challenges  for planning:
How  should  the planner  effectively generate  plans us-
ing incomplete  and incorrect domain  knowledge  ? How
should  the planner  repair plans upon  execution  fail-
ures? How  should  planning, learning,  and execution
be integrated? This paper describes how  we  address
these challenges  in the framework  of an integrated  sys-
tem, called OBSERVER,  that learns planning  operators
automatically and incrementally. In OBSERVER,  op-
erators are learned by observing  expert agents  and by
practicing in a learning-by-doing  paradigm.  We  present
empirical  results to demonstrate  the validity  of our ap-
proach  in a process planning domain.  These  results
show  that practicing  using  our algorithms  for planning
with  incomplete  information  and  plan repair contributes
significantly  to the learning  process.
Planning While Learning  Operators
Acquiring and maintaining domain  knowledge  is  a key bot-
tleneck in  fielding  planning systems (Chien et  al.  1995).
Our approach  (Wang  1995) to address this  issue is  to learn
planning operators  automatically and incrementaUy  by ob-
serving expert agents and to refine  the  operators by prac-
ticing  with them in  a learning-by-doing paradigm  (Anzai 
Simon  1979). Unfortunately, while learning,  the operators
can be incomplete and incorrect.  The planning system must
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be able to plan using these operators during practice.  This
challenges planning in the  following ways:
1. Classical  planners  presume  a  correct  domain  model. In
our learning system however,  the  newly acquired opera-
tors  are possibly incomplete and incorrect.  How  can the
planner generate plans to solve practice  problems?
2. Because  of incomplete and incorrect  operators used dur-
ing practice,  the plans generated by the  planner may  be
incorrect,  which  in turn may  lead to execution failures.
Thus  plan repair  upon  execution  failure  is  necessary. How
can the planner effectively repair the incorrect plan using
incomplete and incorrect  operators?
3. How  should planning  and execution  he interleaved  so
that  the  system  can solve practice problems  effectively
and concurrently generate learning opportunities for  re-
fining  operators  using incomplete and incorrect  domain
knowledge?
This paper describes  how  we address these  challenges
in  the  context  of  OBSERVER  (Wang  1995),  a  system for
automatic acquisition  of planning operators by observation
and practice.
We  first  present OBSERVER’s  overall  learning architec-
ture  and review OBSERVER’s  operator  learning  algorithm.
OBSERVER  learns  the  preconditions  of  planning operators
in a manner  similar  to the version spaces concept learning
method  (Mitchell 1978) (i.e.  it  learns specific  represen-
tation and a general  representation for the preconditions of
each operator).  It  learns the  operator effects  by general-
izing the delta-state  (the difference between  the post-state
and pre-state)  from multiple observations.
We  then  describe  different  types  of  domain knowledge
imperfections and how  they affect  planning.  This is  fol-
lowed  by detailed descriptions of our approach  for planning
and plan  repair  with  imperfect  domain knowledge. When
solving a problem  using incomplete  and incorrect operators,
OBSERVER  first  generates an initial  plan that  achieves the
preconditions in the general representation of each operator
but does not require achieving  preconditions in the specific
representation of the operator. The  planner repairs  the plan
upon  each execution  failure  by using the specific representa-
tion to determine  which  additional preconditions to achieve
in order to make  the failed operator applicable.
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linear  planner,  PRODIGY4.0  (Carboneil  et  al.  1992;
Veloso et  al.  1995). We  present empirical results  to demon-
strate  the validity  of our approach  in  a process planning
domain (Gil  1991). We  discuss  the  generality  of  our ap-
proaches and show  that,  since our algorithms for planning
with incomplete  domain knowledge and plan  repair  rely
solely on the representation of the preconditions and effects
of the  operators,  they are  general  and can be applied  to
all  operator-based planners that  use a  STRIPS-like  opera-
tor  representation,  such as STRIPS  (Fikes & Nilsson 1971),
TWEAK  (Chapman  1987),  SNLP  (McAllester  & Rosenblitt
1991 ),  and UCPOP  (Penberthy  & Weld  1992).
OBSERVER’s  Learning  Architecture
OBSERVER  is  a system that  learns  planning operators  by
observing  expert solution traces and that further refines the
operators through practice by solving problems  in the envi-
ronment in  a  learning-by-doing  paradigm (Anzai & Simon
1979).  During  observation,  OBSERVER  uses  the  knowl-
edge that  is  naturalO’ observable when  experts solve prob-
lems, without the need of explicit  instruction  or interro-
gation.  During  practice,  OBSERVER  generates  its  own
learning opportunities by solving practice problems.
OBSERVER  is  given the  Ibllowing  inputs  for  learning:
(I)  the  description  language for  the domain  (object  types
and predicates); (2) experts’ solution traces (i.e.,  action 
quences) where each action  consists  of  the  name  of  the
operator being executed,  the state  in which  the action is  ex-
ecuted (pre-state), and the state resulting from  the action ex-
ecution (post-state); (3) practice problems  (i.e.,  initial  state
and goal descriptions)  to allow learning-by-doing operator
refinement.
OBSERVER’s  learning  algorithms  make several  assump-
tions.  First,  since  OBSERVER  is  operating  within  the
framework  of classical  planners, it  assumes  that  the opera-
tors  and the  states  are  deterministic.  Second, OBSERVER
assumes  noise-free sensors, i.e.,  there are no errors  in the
states.  And  finally,  we  notice that  in most application do-
mains, the  majority of the operators have conjunctive pre-
conditions  only.  Therefore,  OBSERVER  assumes that  the
operators have conjunctive preconditions.  This assumption
greatly reduces the search space for operator preconditions
without sacrificing  much  of the  generality  of learning ap-
proach.
Figure 1 shows  the  architecture  of  our learning  system
OBSERVER.  There  are  three  main components:
Learning  operators  from observation:  OBSERVER  in-
ductively learns an initial  set  of operators incrementally
by analyzing expert solutions.  The  initial  knowledge  OB-
SERVER  starts  with is  kept to a  minimum.  Details  of the
learning  algorithm  are  described  in  (Wang  1995). 
will only briefly  review  the learning methods  in the next
section.
Planning, plan  repair,  and execution: The initial  set  of
operators  learned  from observation  can be incomplete
and incorrect in certain  ways,  and must be refined by an-
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alyzing the system’s  own  execution  traccs  during practice.
Given a  practice  problem, OBSERVER  first  generates an
initial  plan to solve the problem.  The  initial  plan is then
executed in  the environment. Each  plan step  results  in
either a successful or unsuccessful execution  of an oper-
ator.  OBSERVER  uses the  results  of these executions as
positive or negative training examples  for further opera-
tor  refinement. Upon  execution  failures,  the planner also
repairs the failed  plans and executes the repaired plans.
This process repeats until  the problem  is  solved, or un-
til  a resource bound  is  exceeded. This component,  i.e.,
planning  with incomplete  operators and plan repair,  is  the
locus of this paper.
Refining  operators  during practice:  The successful  and
unsuccessful executions generated during practice are ef
fective  training  examples  that  OBSERVER  uses to further
refine the initial  imperfect operators. Again,  the reline-
ment method  is  described in  detail  in  (Wang  1995). 
briefly  review  the learning methods  in the next section.
Figure 1: Overview  of OBSERVER’s  learning architecture.
OBSERVER’s  Operator  Learning  Method
OBSERVER  uses  an incremental  algorithm  to  learn  an op-
erator’s  preconditions by building a general representation
(G-rep) and a specific  representation  (S.rep)  in  a manner
similar to the version spaces method  (Mitchell 1978).
The  S-rep  is  a collection of literals  that represents a spe-
cific  boundary  of the precondition  expression  being learned.
When  learning  the  S-rep  of  an operator,  OBSERVER  first
initializes  it  to the parameterized  pre-state of the first  ob-
servation.  Then OBSERVER  conservatively  generalizes
the S-rep by removing  from it  those literals  that  cannot be
in any generalizations consistent with all  observations and
executions.  Sometimes OBSERVER  over-generalizes  the
S-rep because  it  first  assumes  there are no negated precon-
ditions,  but it  compensates  for this  simplifying assumption
by learning  negated preconditions when  they are  detected
during practice.
The  G-rep  is a collection of literals  that represents  a gen-
eral  boundary  of the precondition  expression being learned.
The G-rep  is  initialized  to  the  empty set.  OBSERVER
then generates effective  training  data by solving practice
problems. Each training  data  is  examined  for  critical-
preconditions of operators,  which are then used to  update
the G-rep. A critical-precondition  p of an operator op is
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s2 that  OBSERVER  encountered during practice  such that:
(1) p is satisfied  in sl but not in s2; (2) everything  else 
sl and s2 are identical;  (3) op is  applicable in sl but not in
s2.  The  G-rep is  specialized  by adding to it  the critical-
preconditions.  In other  words, the  G-rep is  updated only
when  the negative example  (e.g.,  state  s2 where  the operator
is  not applicable)  is  a near miss.  A near miss is  an exam-
ple for which  only one literal  is  not covered  by the target
concept.
The  S-rep and G-rep are different  from the most specific
boundary (the  S-set)  and the  most general  boundary (the
G-set) in  version spaces in several  ways: (i)  they are  not
guaranteed  to be the most specific or general representations
consistent  with the set  of positive  and negative examples,
(ii)  they are both single boundaries, and (iii)  they can be
updated in  polynomial time (Wang  1996).
Domain  Knowledge Imperfections
Domain  knowledge  can be incomplete  or incorrect in the fol-
lowing ways, as  discussed  in  (Huffman, Pearson,  & Laird
1993): over-general preconditions, over-specific  precondi-
tions,  incomplete effects,  extraneous effects,  and missing
operators.  As a  result  of  our  learning  method, our  do-
main  knowledge  can be incomplete or  incorrect  in different
ways, each affecting the effectiveness of classical  planning
systems. We  now  explain  why  these different  types  of do-
main knowledge imperfections  occur  in  OBSERVER  and
how  they affect  planning.
1. Over-specific  preconditions:  The  S-rep of the  operator
preconditions  can have unnecessary preconditions  and
thus be too specific.  Planning with such over-specific
preconditions forces the planner to do unnecessary  search
while achieving the extraneous preconditions of the oper-
ators.  In cases where  the extraneous  preconditions are not
achievable, the planner cannot find solutions to problems
that  are solvable with correct operators.
2. Over-general preconditions:  The S-rep  of  the  opera-
tor  preconditions  can be over-general -  sometimes  OB-
SERVER  over-generalizes  the  S-rep because it  first  as-
sumes  there are no negated preconditions, but it  compen-
sates  for this  simplifying assumption  by learning negated
preconditions  when  they are  detected  during practice.
The G-rep of  the  operator  precondition  is  general  by
definition.  While planning with over-general precondi-
tions,  some  true preconditions  of the operators in the plan
are  not considered.  The plan  may therefore  miss some
steps,  and thus an operator in the plan may  fail  to execute
in the  environment  because of unmet  preconditions.
3. Incomplete effects:  Some  effects  of an operator may  not
have been learned when  the operator is  used during plan-
ning.  For example, the  effects  of  an operator can also
be masked  by the pre-state  --  a literal  that  would  other-
wise be added in the  effects  of an operator  will not be
detected  by OBSERVER  if  the  literal  is  already  present
in the pre-state  of the corresponding  observation. These
masked  effects  are not learned as effects  of the operators
from one observation.  They may  be learned  from future
observations and successful executions where  the effects
are  not masked.  Incomplete effects  may  cause the plan-
ner to have an incorrect internal  model  of the state  and
hence it  may  generate incorrect plans.
4. Extraneous effects:  Since OBSERVER  records  only ef-
fects that it  sees, and because  the sensors are noise-free,
no extraneous  effects  are learned.
5. Missing operators: An  operator  is  missing from the  do-
main knowledge  if  it  is  never observed by our learning
system. The only way  to find  the missing operator is  by
observing an expert using it.  The  planner cannot solve a
problem  that  is  solvable only with the missing operators.
Throughout this  paper,  we will  use  examples from the
process planning domain  (Gil  1991). The process planning
task is  to generate  plans to produce  parts given specifications
of the shape, the size along each dimension,  and the surface
quality,  by using processes such as drilling  and milling.
Different machines,  such as drill  presses,  milling-machines,
and different  tools such as spot drills  and twist drills  are
available.  The operators  have conjunctive preconditions,
negated  preconditions, and conditional effects.
Figure  2 is  an example of  a  correct  operator,  HOLD-
WITH-VISE,  from the  process  planning  domain. Figure  3
is  an  example the  same operator  HOLD-WITH-VISE  that
OBSERVER  is  still  learning.  We  see that  this  operator  is
incomplete  and incorrect in that:  (i)  the S-rep contains ex-
traneous  preconditions  such  as (material-of  <v  1>  iron); (ii)  the
G-rep is  over-general in that  it  misses some  preconditions;
and (iii)  the effects of this operator are imperfect.
(operator hold-with-vise
(preconds ((<v3> drill) (~v2> 
(<vl> part) (~v4> side))
(and (has-device  <v3> <v2>)
(is-available-nable <v3> <v2>)
(is-empty-holdlng-device  <v2> <v3~)
(not (has-burrs  <vl>))
(on-table <v3> <v1>)
(is-clean  <vl>)
(is-available-part  <vl>)
(effects
(if (shape-of <vl> cylindrical)
(add (holding-weakly <v3> <v2> <vl> <v4>)))
(if (shape-of <v1> rectangular)
(add (holding <v3> <v2> <vl> <v4>}))
(del (on-cable ~v3> <vl>))
(del (is-available-part  <vl>))
(del (is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>))))
Figure 2: An  example  of a correct operator from the process
planning domain. This operator,  HOLD-WITH-VISE,  specifies
the preconditions  and effects of holding  a part with  a vise. This
operator is learned by OBSERVER  after observation  and practice.
Planning with Incorrect  Operators and Plan
Repair
OBSERVER  learns  both  the  S-rep  and  the  G-rep  of  the
operator preconditions.  Either  the S-rep or  the G-rep can
be used for  planning, each with different  implications for
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(preconds ((<v3> drill) (<v2> 
{<vl> part) {<vS> spot-drill))
(and (has-device  <v3> <v2>)
(is-available-table  ,v3> <v2>}
(is-empty-holding-device  <v2> <vS>)
(holding-tool  <v3> <v5>]
(size-of <vl> width 2.75)
(slze-of <vl> height 4.25)
(size-of <vl> length 5.5)
(shape-of <vl> rectangular)
(on-table <v3> <vl>)
(hardness-of  <vl> hard)
(is-clean  <vl>)
(material-of  <vl> iron)
(is-available-part  <vl>)
(effects
(add (holding <v3> <v2> <vl> side5))
(del (on-table <v3> <vl>))
(del (is-available-part  <vl>}l
(del (is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>))})
S-rep =abovepreeonditions
G-~p=(and  (is-clean  <vl>)
(is-available-table  <v3> <v2>))
Figure  3: An  example  of a still  incomplete  and  b~correct  operator
in the process  planning  domain,  the S-rep  is  over-specific, the
G-rep  is over-general,  and the effects are incomplete.
the performance  of learning  and planning.  Using the S-rep
for planning leads to a conservative behavior of the system
in the sense that  the plans thus generated usually have all
the necessary steps  but also  have extra  steps.  Therefore
the plan steps can be executed  successfully to achieve their
intended effects  (except in the presence  of incomplete  oper-
ator effects  or negated preconditions). However,  the system
would not have the  opportunity to  learn  which precondi-
tions  are extraneous. Using  the G-rep for planning leads to
more  radical behaviors in the sense that  the plans may  miss
some steps  because some unknown  true  preconditions  may
not be achieved  by the planner and hence execution failures
may occur.  However, the  system can discard  extraneous
preconditions  if  a plan step is  executed  successfully.
Since  OBSERVER’s  goals  include  both  solving  prob-
lems and learning  operators,  our approach uses the  G-rep
of the operator preconditions  for planning. In this  approach,
the individual plans generated for achieving some  top-level
goals achieve the preconditions in the G-rep of each opera-
tor,  but do not require achieving  preconditions in the S-rep
of  the operators.  This has the  advantage  of  generating an
initial  plan quickly and of generating  opportunities for oper-
ator refinement.  During  plan repair,  the preconditions  in the
S-rep are  used to identify  which additional  preconditions
should be achieved  to make  the failed  operator applicable.
The Plan  Repair  Algorithm
The plan  repair  algorithm  is  invoked upon OBSERVER’s
execution failures.  The  algorithm has the following  inputs:
¯ op, the operator that fails  in the environment;
¯ top-goals, the initials  goals of the problem  being solved;
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¯ current-state, the state in which  the operator fails  to exe-
cute;  and
¯ plan, the remaining  plan steps to be executed  in order to
achieve top-goals.
In a nutshell, the plan repair algorithm  first  tries  to gener-
ate a plan segment  to achieve  one of the unmet  preconditions
in the S-rep  of the failed operator. If no plan segment  is gen-
erated, it  then conjectures  negated  preconditions  and tries  to
generate a plan segment  to achieve one of the negated pre-
conditions. If still  no plan segment  is generated,  it  generates
a plan that does not use the failed operator, but achieves  the
same  goals as the failed operator.
Figure  4 gives a detailed description of the plan repair al-
gorithm.  In  step  1,  OBSERVER  computes unmet-preconds,
the preconditions  in the S-rep of the failed operator op that
are  not satisfied  in current-state.  There are usually many
such unmet-preconds. Since  some unmet-preconds may be
extraneous  preconditions of op, achieving  all  of them  during
plan repair  not only results  in added  search, but also pre-
vents the system  from generating training  examples  for re-
moving extraneous  preconditions.  Therefore  OBSERVER
generates a  plan segment to  achieve only one unmet pre-
condition,  as  described  in  steps  3-8.  First,  OBSERVER
chooses one precondition from unmet-preconds  to achieve
next. Then  it  calls  the basic planner to generate a plan seg-
ment  to  achieve goals-to-achieve (the  union of the chosen
precondition and all  the preconditions in the G-rep). If 
plan segment  is  found, a repaired plan is  returned by con-
catenating the  plan segment  with plan, the  remaining  plan
steps to achieve  top-goals; otherwise, the plan repair  algo-
rithm chooses a different  precondition from unmet-preconds
to achieve next by repeating steps 3 -  8.  If  unmet-preconds
is  an empty  set,  or if  OBSERVER  cannot find  a plan segment
to achieve any unmet  preconditions in the  S-rep,  then OB-
SERVER  conjectures  for  negated preconditions  and adds
them to  unmet-preconds,  as described in  step 9.  Then  the
plan repair  algorithm  repeats steps 3 -  8 to generate a plan
segment to achieve one conjectured negated precondition.
If the planner  still  cannot  generate  a plan segment  to achieve
any unmet  precondition, then it  generates a plan to achieve
the effect that the failed operator  op intended  to achieve  that
does not use op (step  12).
Note that it  is possible that more  than one true precondi-
tions of a failed operator is  not satisfied  in the state  when
execution failure  occurs. Since the plan repair  algorithm
generates  a plan  segment to  achieve only one unmet pre-
condition at a time, it  is often necessary  to repair plan for
a failed  operator several times before this  operator can be
executed successfully in the  environment.
Integrating  planning,  execution  and plan  repair
OBSERVER’s  algorithm  for  integrating  planning,  execu-
tion,  and learning is  presented in Figure 5.  Given  a problem
to solve, OBSERVER  first  generates an initial  plan (step  1 
using the learned operators. The  G-rep of each operator in
the initial  plan is  achieved  by the planner, but some  precon-
ditions  in the S-rep may  not be achieved. The  current-state
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Inputs: op. the op~ator  that falls to execute  in the environment,
top-goals, gOalS  of the  problem  to solve,
current-state,  a list of assertions  that are  brae  in the  state,
p/an,  the remaining  plan  steps  to be  executed
Output:  repaired-plan,  a repaired  plan  for the failure
I. anmet-preconds  4-- S-rep(op)  cu rrent-state
2. Repeat  until a repaired-plan  is  found:
3. precond  ~-- Choose.a.preoand_to-achleve(anmet-preeonds)
4. goaLv-to-achieve  ,t-  G.reIg  op ) U  {p recond}
5. plan-segment  ~-- Plan(goals-to-achieve.  current-state)
6. If  (plan-segment  ~ FAIL)
then ;; found  a plan segment  to achieve  the precondition,  romm
7. repaired-plan  4- Concatenate(plan-segment,  op, plan)
8. Return  repaired-plan
9. anmet-preconds  4- Conjecture.negated.prooauds
I0. Repeat  steps  3-8 for the new  unmet-preconds
I I. if  (plan-segment  = FAIL)
then ;; abandon  the original  plan,  replan  from  scratch
12. new.plan  4- Plan(Goals,,of(op)  ,current-state)
13. Return  ~noatenate(new-plan,plan)
Figure 4:  OBSERVER’s  plan repair  algorithm.  The  algorithm
generates  a plan segment  to achieve  an additional  precondition  in
the S-rep  of the operator,  or a conjectured  negated  precondition,
or it generates  a plan  that does  not use the failed operator.
is  initialized  to the initial-state  of the practice problem.
Whenever  the top-level goals of the problem  are satisfied  in
the  current  state,  OBSERVER  returns  SUCCESS  in  solving
the problem. Each  operator in the  initial  plan is  executed
in the environment  l,  and the current-state  is  updated ac-
cording to  the  execution.  While executing an operator  in
the environment,  there  are the following two possible out-
comes,  generating negative or positive  training  instances,
respectively, for refining operators.
¯ The  first  outcome  is  that  the state  does not change  after
executing op.  In this  case,  we  say that  op is  executed
unsuccessfully.
An operator  may execute  unsuccessfully  because OB-
SERVER’s  planning  module achieves  the  preconditions
in  the  G-rep of  each operator  during planning without
necessarily achieving all  the preconditions in the S-rep.
This introduces the  possibility  of  incomplete or  incor-
rect  plans in the  sense that  a real  precondition may  be
unsatisfied.  Unsuccessful executions form the  negative
examples that  OBSERVER  uses  for  refining  operators
as  discussed  in  (Wang  1995).  Upon  each  unsuccessful
execution,  OBSERVER  updates  the  G-rep  by learning
critical  preconditions  (step  10).  OBSERVER  also  at-
tempts to generate a repaired-plan (step  11). If  such 
plan is  found, OBSERVER  continues  execution using the
repaired  plan;  otherwise,  OBSERVER  removes  the  failed
operator and continues execution with the remaining  plan
(steps  12- 15).
I  We  have  implemented  a simulated  environment  using a com-
plete and correct model  of the domain,  but the learning system
does  not have  any access  to the knowledge  the simulator  uses.
¯ The  other possible outcome  is that  the state  changes  after
executing op.  In this  case,  we  say that  op is  executed
successfully.
Successful executions form the  positive  examples  that
OBSERVER  uses  for  refining  operator  as  described  in
(Wang  1995). Note that  a successful execution may  still
have incorrect predictions of how  the state  changes  due to
the possibility  of incomplete  operator effects.  Upon  each
successful  execution,  OBSERVER  updates the  S-rep  by
removing  from it  the preconditions that  are not satisfied
in current-state,  and updates the effects of op if  missing
effects  are observed  in the  delta-state  of the execution
(step  17).  OBSERVER  then  updates  the  current  state
and continues execution with the  remaining plan (steps
18 -  20).
Note that  our notion of success or  failure  of execution
is  based on the correctness of the operator preconditions,
rather than on the correctness of the predictions of the op-
erators.
procedure: practice.andJanrn
Inputs: top-goals,  goals  of the problem  to solve,
initial,vtate,  initial state  of  the problem,
Output: SUCCESS  or FAILURE  in solving the  problem
I. plan  4-- Planttop-goaLg,  initial-state)
2.  current.state  +-  initial-state
Repeat
3.  iftop-goal.~  are satisfied in current-state  then  return(SUCCESS)
4.  if  plan  = NULL  then plan 4- Plan(top-goals,  eurrent~vtate 
5.  if  plan = FAIL
6  then returo(FAILURE)
else
7.  op ~ FirsLsteplef~lan)
8.  new-state 4- Execute.in_environment(op)
9.  if  (new-state  = current-state)
then ;; unsuccessful  execution,  refine  operator,  repair  plan
10. Update  G-rep
I I. repaired-plan  4- plan_ropair.for..failed-op
(op,  top.gaal~,  current-state)
12. if  (repaired-plan  = FAIL)
13. thenplan  +-plan  \  (op)
14. else plan  ~-- repaired-plan
15. goto  3
16. if  (new-state  ~ current~vtate)
then ;; successful  execution,  refine  operator
17. Update  S-~p  and  operator  effects
18. current-state  4-- new-state
19. plan +-plan  \  (ap)
20. goto  3
Figure 5: OBSERVER’s  algorithm  for integrating planning, exe-
cution, and learning. When  solving a problem,  OBSERVER  starts
execution  when  the planner  has achieved  all  the Weconditions  in
the G-rep  of the operators in the plan. OBSERVER  refines oper-
ators based  on every  execution.  Plan repair is invoked  upon  each
execution  failure.
For example, a partially  learned  operator  HOLD-WITH-
VISE  is  shown  in  Figure 3.  When  OBSERVER  generates  the
initial  plan for a problem  that  uses the operator HOLD-WTFH-
VISE,  it  only achieves the two preconditions in the G-rep,
without necessarily achieving all  the preconditions in the
S-rep.  When  executing this  operator  in  the  environment,
the  execution may  fail  because some  real  preconditions of
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precondition (is-available-part  <el>) in the S-rep of HOLD-
WITH-VISE  is  a true precondition  of this  operator, and is  not
yet learned as an element of the G-rep. Since this  precon-
dition  may  not be achieved during planning, it  may  not he
satisfied  in  the  state  when  HOLD-WITH-VISE  is  executed.
When  such  execution  failure  occurs,  OBSERVER’s  plan
repair  algorithm generates additional plan steps to achieve
one of the unmet  preconditions  (e.g.  (is-available-part  <el>))
during plan repair  and continues execution with the repaired
plan. The  repaired-plan may  fail  again:  therefore,  the ex-
ecution and plan repair  may  continue recursively  until  the
problem  is  solved or until  the resource bound  is  exceeded.
Empirical  Results
In  our  previous  work (Wang  1995), we have demonstrated
that  OBSERVER  learns  operators  in  a  domain well  enough
to  solve  problems as  effectively  as  using human-expert
coded operators  in  terms of  the  average number  of  plan-
ning nodes and the  length of  the final  plan to solve each
problem. The focus of  this  paper in  on the  planning and
plan  repair  algorithms  OBSERVER  uses  during  practice
where  the learned operators are still  imperfect. Therefore,
we  present empirical results  to demonstrate  the effectiveness
of  our planning and plan repair  methods  by showing:
1. OBSERVER  is  able to  learn  operators  better  and faster
if  it  practices using the planning and plan repair  algo-
rithms described  in this  paper, than if  it  is given only the
observations of expert solutions of the same  problems.
2. OBSERVER  can solve  more  test  problems if  it  can repair
failed plans.
To evaluate our planning and plan repair  algorithms, OB-
SERVER  is  first  given expert solutions  traces  for  a set  of
observation  problems.  OBSERVER  thus  learns  a  set  of
operators  from observation.  These operators  may  be in-
complete  and incorrect  in a number  of ways  as described in
this  paper.  We  then  compare how  OBSERVER  refines  these
learned operators in the following two sccnarios in terms of
(i)  the total  number  of solvable test  problems  without exe-
cution failure; (ii)  the total  number  of solvable test  problems
if  plan repair  is used when  solving test  problems.
scenario  1:  OBSERVER  is  given a set  of  problems to  prac-
tice.  During practice,  OBSERVER  uses  the  planning and
plan repair algorithms  described in this  paper to generate
plans to solve the practice problems,  and refines the initial
incorrect and incomplete  operators using both successful
and unsuccessful executions.
scenario  2:  OBSERVER  is  given the  same set  of  problems.
However, OBSERVER  is  only allowed to  refine  the  op-
erators  based  on the expert solutions for these problems.
We  have built  a  random  problem generator  to  generate
all  the problems  used for observation, practice,  and testing.
The  inputs to the generator are a set  of constraints,  namely
the number  of goals in the problem, the type of the goals,
and the  manufacturing environment, that  is,  what and how
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many  machines,  tools,  holding  devices, and so on, are avail-
able.  In the  experiments, we  have concentrated on goals of
cutting parts to desired sizes along their  three dimensions,
and on drilling  holes of several  different  types (counter-
bored, countersink, tapped, and reamed)  in any of  the six
part sides.
In  our experiments, the  planner chooses randomly  from
a set  of alternatives at  each choice  point (e.g.,  for choosing
a goal, for choosing  an operator to achieve the goal, etc).
OBSERVER  first  learns  33 new operators  from observed
solutions  of  I00 problems. Then  it  is  given a set  of  140
problems  to refine  operators from practice (scenario 1), 
to refine operators based solely on the expert solutions for
these  problems (scenario  2).  OBSERVER’s  performance
on a test  set of 35 problems  that are different from  the learn-
ing problems is  measured  by the  total  number  of  solvable
test  problems  using the learned operators.  We  measure  the
performance  5 times and computes  the  averages after  every
10 learning problems.
Figure 6 illustrates  the comparison  of the learned oper-
ators that are refined through  practice (scenario 1),  against
the  operators  that  are  refined  based on observation only
(scenario 2), in terms of the total  number  of solvable prob-
lems  in the test  set  without execution  failure.  The spikes of
the curve is  due to  the fact  that  the  planner makes  random
choices at  each decision point. This figure shows  that:
¯ With practice  where OBSERVER  uses  the  planning  and
plan repair  algorithms  described in this  paper, the total
number  of solvable  problems without execution failure
increases  steadily.
¯ If  OBSERVER  is  only given the  expert  solution  traces
of the  same problems, the  number  of  solvable  problems
without  execution  failure does not increase at  all.
The above results  can be explained  by the  fact  that
OBSERVER  uses  the  G-rep  for  planning,  and that  the
correctness  of  the  plans  generated depends on how  well
OBSERVER  has  learned  the  G-rep.  After  practice,  OB-
SERVER  is  able to update the G-rep of the operator precon-
ditions  based on its  own  executions (scenario I).  However,
without practice,  OBSERVER  can never  update the  G-rep
(scenario  2).
Figure 7 illustrates  the comparison  of the learned oper-
ators that are refined through  practice (scenario I  )  against
the learned operators that  are refined only based on obser-
vations (scenario 2) in terms of the total  number  of solvable
problems  when  plan repair  is  allowed in solving  the  test
problems.  This figure  shows  that:
¯ In both scenarios, the total  number  of  solvable problems
increases with considered problems.
¯ The total  number  of  solvable  problems increases  much
faster  in  scenario  !,  where OBSERVER  practices  using
our planning and plan repair  algorithms,  than in  sce-
nario  2,  where OBSERVER  is  only given the  expert  so-
lution  traces  of the same  problems.
These results  show  that  using plan repair  increases the
number  of solvable problems  in the test  sets  in both scenar-
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Figure  6: Total number  of solvable  test  problems  without execu-
tion failure during  testing.  Comparison  of the learned operators
from scenarios 1 (OBSERVER  practices)  and 2 (OBSERVER  does
not practice). In both  scenarios,  the first  100  problems  are used
for learning  from  observation.  There  are total of 35 test problems.
los.  However, since  OBSERVER  learns  critical  precondi-
tions  from practice,  the  total  number  of solvable problems
in  scenario  1,  where OBSERVER  practices,  is  larger  than
in  scenario  2,  where OBSERVER  cannot practice.
In both comparisons,  we  see that  significantly  more  test
problems  are  solvable using the  learned operators  in sce-
nario 1 than scenario 2.  We  conclude  that  practice using our
planning and plan repair  algorithms is  a crucial  component
of  OBSERVER’s  learning  architecture.
Discussions
The  algorithms we presented in  this  paper have been fully
implemented  on top of  PRODIGY4.0,  a non-linear  operator-
based planner.  We  argue that  our algorithms can be applied
to most operator-based  classical  planners that use a STRIPS-
like  operator representation,  such as STRIPS  (Fikes &  Ntis-
son  1971),  TWEAK  (Chapman 1987),  SNLP  (McAllester
&  Rosenblitt  1991), and UCPOP  (Penberthy  &  Weld  1992),
for the following  reasons:
¯ Most  operator-based  planners  share  the  same operator
representation.  These operators  all  have preconditions
and effects that  have  the same  semantics,  i.e.,  the precon-
ditions  of  an operator denote the conditions under which
the operator can be applied successfully,  and the effects
of  the operator denote changes  to the  state  of the world
when  the operator is  executed. The preconditions and the
effects  are  exactly  what OBSERVER  is  learning.
¯ The planning  and plan  repair  algorithms  used  in  OB-
SERVER  depend solely  on the  representation  of  the
learned  operators.  They do not require  any modifica-
tion  to  the planner’s  search algorithm.  Therefore, any
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Figure  7: Total number  of solvable test  problems  allowing  exe-
cutionfailure  and  plan repair during  testing.  Comparison  of the
learned operators, from  scenarios 1 (OBSERVER  practices) and 
(OBSERVER  does not practice).  In both scenarios, the first  100
problems  are used  for learning  from  observation.  There  are total
of 35 test problems.
operator-based planners can use the G-rep of the opera-
tor  preconditions  to  solve  problems, and OBSERVER’s
plan repair  algorithm that  uses the S-rep of the operator
preconditions can also be applied to these operator-based
planners.
Related  Work
Early work  in the  area of planning was  devoted to  various
cases  of planning with complete information (see  (Allen,
Handler,  & Tate 1990).  We  have extended the  classical
planning framework  to  handle incomplete and incorrect  op-
erators in the context of operator learning.
Previous  work on plan  repair  (Simmons  1988; Wilkins
1988; Kambhampati  1990) required  a  correct  domain  model
in order to analyze the  dependencies  of  different  steps  in
the  plan  and to  determine which steps  need to  be added
to  or  deleted  from the  initial  plan.  However,  OBSERVER
does not  have a  correct  domain model during  planning,
although  it  requires the ability  to execute  plans during prac-
tice.  Therefore,  the  focus  of  plan  repair  in  OBSERVER
is  not on generating a  provably correct  plan using depen-
dency  analysis; rather,  the focus is  on generating plan steps
to achieve additional preconditions of the failed operators.
Other work  on plan repair  relies  on the domain  designer to
provide repair  methods  for  each type of  failure  (Knoblock
1995).  Our approach is  domain-independent and general-
purpose, and it  does not require  hand-coded, specific  re-
planning knowledge.
LIVE  (Shen 1989) is  a system that  learns  and discovers
from the environment.  It  integrates action, exploration, ex-
perimentation, learning,  and problem  solving.  LIVE  avoids
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operators by using a set  of domain-dependent  search heuris-
tics  during planning. These  heuristics  are part of the input
to LIVE.  OBSERVER  differs  in that  it  deals explicitly  with
imperfect  operators  without relying  on any human-coded,
domain-dependent  heuristics.
EXPO  (Gil  1992) is  a  learning-by-experimentation  mod-
ule  for  refining  incomplete domain knowledge. Learning
is  triggered  when  plan execution monitoring detects  a di-
vergence between  internal  expectations and external obser-
vations.  The initial  knowledge given  to  EXPO  and OB-
SERVER  is  different  in  that  EXPO  is  given operators  with
over-general preconditions and incomplete effects,  whereas
OBSERVER  does  not  have any  knowledge about  the  pre-
conditions  or  the  effects  of  the  operators.  EXPO  designs
experiments to  determine which preconditions  and effects
are  missing from the  operators.  During execution failure,
EXPO  resets  the problem  to its  original  initial  state.  This
differs  from OBSERVER  in  that  planning,  execution,  and
plan  repair  form a  closed  loop in  OBSERVER.
Benson’s system (Benson 1995) learns  actions  models
from its  own  experience and from its  observation of  a do-
main expert.  Benson’s work uses an action  model formal-
ism that is suited for reactive agents, which  is different from
STRIPS  operators.  It  does not have a  complicated planning
and plan repair  mechanism,  and relics  on an external teacher
when  an impasse is  reached.
Conclusions
In this  paper, we have identified  three challenging issues
for planning while learning operators, namely:  (i)  planning
with incomplete and incorrect  operators,  fii)  plan repair
upon  execution  failure,  and (iii)  integrating planning,  learn-
ing,  and execution.  We  analyzed different  ways in  which
the  learned operators can be incomplete and incorrect,  and
how  these affect  planning.  We  have presented our approach
to  address these issues  in  OBSERVER,  a fully  implemented
system that  learns  operators  from observing expert agents
and refines  operators during practice in a learning-by-doing
paradigm. Our approach uses the  general  boundary  of  the
operator preconditions for  planning and uses the  specific
boundary  of  the operator  preconditions  to identify  which
additional preconditions to achieve next during plan repair.
We  have  also presented empirical results  to demonstrate  that
practice contributes significantly to the learning process.
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